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Letter to judge for speeding ticket

I received an accelerated ticket in South Carolina almost a week ago and would like to write to the judge in response to the ticket and the fact that I don't have time to drive 13hrs each way to attend a court date. I finally want this letter to get me out of the ticket. Let me know what you think about it and what can be modified. Thank you in advance. Honorable Judge, my name is
Michael. I have been a responsible safety driver with a clean driving record for a little over five years now. On March 17, 2007 I received a traffic ticket (Violation Section #xx-xx-xxx) for speeding in a 35 mph zone. I wanted to explain why I was moving at the speed I was speeding. I have been driving at a steady 55 mph for a few hours and reduced my speed several times while
passing through town. But for a reasonable period of time, I was lost, driving in the wrong direction altogether. Even when I was dragged through the office told me that I was once again going the wrong way. I stopped for directions several times but I still couldn't navigate the area. I proceeded to view my own map and figure out my own direction, but while looking down at my
map, I completely and honestly missed the posted speed limit and proceeded to speed up the 55 mph speed I had earlier. When I did, the officer pulled me up to speed up. I understand it would be best to attend the trial but I'm a little over thirteen hours away and am a full-time college student. I understand I made a serious mistake and apologize for the carelessness that I assure
you will never happen again. So from now on, your honor, I do not know how to proceed with this ticket. I look forward to your reply Thank you for taking your time, (Signature) Michael as long as you attach the check to pay the fine, I think you are good to go your grammar is not ... how you said, well Gee, honor yours, at 55 mph, I was looking at my map instead of the road. So
this speeding ticket is completely unfair, and I hope you'll tell me not to pay it. :roll: You think the judge will let you out because your reason is that you were looking at a map while driving. Here's what the clerk of the judge will read: Dear Honorable Judge, My name is Michael. I was moving at the speed I was speeding. I look forward to your response Thank you for taking your
time, Michael maybe he will change it from speeding to driving recklessly (don't watch the road, you're looking at a map) and release a guarantee for you lucky OP Sounds like you're blaming it on the situation instead of yourself. The excuses are not good. I wanted to replace the middle part with: I was dangerously consulting a map while driving and missed seeing the posted limit.
Now I realize that I should click safe area when necessary. Not that I think you have a chance anyway. Edit: bleh, people beat me up with it. My answer as a judge. YOU'RE LOOKING AT MAP WHILE DRIVING! I will add a reckless driving fee to your speeding ticket. See you on the day of the trial. Actually, your letter sucks. Pay a fine. So what you said was, your honor, I drove
without care and attention, so if you please charge me with that and ignore my speeding ticket, I'll appriciate it. Ignoring the law is not the reason. Originally posted by: sixone Gee, Honor yours, at 55 mph, I was looking at my map instead of sugar. So this speeding ticket is completely unfair, and I hope you'll tell me not to pay it. :roll: Yeah, 'hey your honour, I wasn't just speeding, I
was driving recklessly' When he quits laughing, he'll release a bench guarantee. ignore everyone. they have no clue fvcking. that letter is good. send it. it can only help you. OP, don't off the judge. Hmm I feel the warmth from this fiber... I did a lot of research on writing letters and it seems to help in many situations. It may not do anything but I don't feel it will exacerbate the
situation. Thought I would get less bashing and more criticism about how to write a well-built letter to get out of a ticket. I knew I was wrong but my insurance would go up and a $180 fine wouldn't help the cause. I want help because I can't attend court day because its 13 hours away. Does anyone get a ticket and try to get out of it any other way? I would like a response from them
please or someone to help me with a letter, closer or more convincing than me. I know I made a mistake and I'm looking for some help. Did anyone take it? Originally posted by: Fatbuddha Hmm I feel the warmth from this topic... I did a lot of research on writing letters and it seems to help in many situations. It may not do anything but I don't feel it will exacerbate the situation.
Thought I would get less bashing and more criticism about how to write a well-built letter to get out of a ticket. I knew I was wrong but my insurance would go up and a $180 fine wouldn't help the cause. I want help because I can't attend court day because its 13 hours away. Does anyone get a ticket and try to get out of it any other way? I would like a response from them please or
someone to help me with a letter, closer or more convincing than me. I know I made a mistake and I'm looking for some help. Did anyone take it? The judges heard every reason in the book, as well as the director's slashed versions of the expansion. Seriously, they'll just read the first few lines, crumble the letter, and you'll get a letter from the court saying you owe $$$$$100,000.
What you should do is ask your chosen officer What. He will be able to tell you if you can take a def. driving course to remove the ticket from your record. Since you didn't do it, you should just try CALLING the court and asking what your options are. But save yourself some &lt;/date&gt; &lt;/date&gt; and DO NOT send that letter. Wait, where are the people who say you guys are all
hypocrisy, like you don't read war and peace while driving like the rest of us roll: sure, the judge has heard every reason in the book. Duh! But the whole point of going to a court hearing and pleading your case is to try to reduce the ticket or make it throw out. Otherwise, people will only have to pay a fine. but as I 13 HOURS away from court, I couldn't get there for a day to plead
my case. So one option that seems to have worked for many is to write a letter to the judge instead of actually going to court. So if anyone has any practical advice on this, besides you're screwed, pay a fine, then please let me know. Originally posted by: Fatbuddha sure, the judge heard every reason in the book. Duh! But the whole point of going to a court hearing and pleading
your case is to try to reduce the ticket or make it throw out. Otherwise, people will only have to pay a fine. but as I 13 HOURS away from court, I couldn't get there for a day to plead my case. So one option that seems to have worked for many is to write a letter to the judge instead of actually going to court. So if anyone has any practical advice on this, besides you're screwed, pay
a fine, then please let me know. ignore everyone. They get woodies for speeding people. they think they should rot in hell. send a message. its fines. as you said you studied. writing that letter will help. Page 2 If you want to toss out excuses, just say you were unfamiliar with the area and didn't know what the speed limit was along that particular stretch of road because you were
lost and tried to find your exit/turn/whatever and the speed limit was changed etc. was a little less charged than basically the admission you were speeding and not watching the road. :light: There is still doubt the judge will be impressed, but less likely to p!ss him/her off. If you happen to be in college, most schools have free legal advice for students who can give you better advice
than ATOT. Good luck. Originally posted by: Fatbuddha sure, the judge heard every reason in the book. Duh! But the whole point of going to a court hearing and pleading your case is to try to reduce the ticket or make it throw out. Otherwise, people will only have to pay a fine. but as I 13 HOURS away from court, I couldn't get there for a day to plead my case. So one option that
seems to have worked for many is to write a letter to the judge instead of actually going to court. So if anyone has any practical advice on this, besides you are pay the fine, then please let me know. PRACTICAL ADVICE? What do you think people gave you? Don't send that letter. It won't get you out of the ticket. In the letter you acknowledge something worse than what you have
a ticket for. For your actual reasons for acceleration will not get out of the ticket, your only option is to pay a fine or lie. You won't get any help from most people here on the lie. My practical advice to you is to sell your car and use the proceeds to pay the fine. You're dangerous. Originally posted by: mug Originally posted by: Fatbuddha sure, the judge heard every reason in the
book. Duh! But the whole point of going to a court hearing and pleading your case is to try to reduce the ticket or make it throw out. Otherwise, people will only have to pay a fine. but as I 13 HOURS away from court, I couldn't get there for a day to plead my case. So one option that seems to have worked for many is to write a letter to the judge instead of actually going to court. So
if anyone has any practical advice on this, besides you're screwed, pay a fine, then please let me know. PRACTICAL ADVICE? What do you think people gave you? Don't send that letter. It won't get you out of the ticket. In the letter you acknowledge something worse than what you have a ticket for. Since your actual reason for acceleration will not get you out of the ticket, your
only option is to pay a fine or lie. You won't get any help from most people here on the lie. My practical advice to you is to sell your car and use the proceeds to pay the fine. You're dangerous. he is also stupid. told the judge the reason he was speeding was because he didn't pay attention to the road? BWHAHAHA has great idea. I'd love him to send that letter. Well as long as he
updates us on what will happen. Originally posted by: sixone Gee, honor yours, at 55 mph, I was looking at my map instead of the road. So this speeding ticket is completely unfair, and I hope you'll tell me not to pay it. :roll: It seems reasonable. Judges view their time as very dear and ask for respect for their office. The first thing the judge would think was to wait, did this joker
send me a letter instead of coming in person? Stamps... A fine of $$$ due to mm/dd/yy. The judges won't buy that story, I've lost/mistakenly used a lot. I think you should tell the judge you dropped your beer while lighting a joint and missing the sign. I would bet that one doesn't get a lot of play. Originally posted by: Greenman Judge won't buy that story, I've lost/mistakenly used a
lot. I think you should tell the judge you dropped your beer while lighting a joint and missing the sign. I would bet that one doesn't get a lot of play. oh i think it's better then his excuses! hey op i think you should use thisw! it's a sure fire way to get out of Originally posted by: Fatbuddha I received an accelerated ticket in South Carolina almost a week ago and wanted to write to the
judge in response to the ticket and the fact that I didn't have time to drive 13hrs each way to attend a court date. I finally want this letter to get me out of the ticket. Tell me what you think it and what can be modified. Thank you in advance. Honorable Judge, my name is Michael. I have been a responsible safety driver with a clean driving record for a little over five years now. On
March 17, 2007 I received a traffic ticket (Violation Section #xx-xx-xxx) for speeding in a 35 mph zone. I wanted to explain why I was moving at the speed I was speeding. I have been driving at a steady 55 mph for a few hours and reduced my speed several times while passing through town. But for a reasonable period of time, I was lost, driving in the wrong direction altogether.
Even when I was dragged through the office told me that I was once again going the wrong way. I stopped for directions several times but I still couldn't navigate the area. I proceeded to view my own map and figure out my own direction, but while looking down at my map, I completely and honestly missed the posted speed limit and proceeded to speed up the 55 mph speed I had
earlier. When I did, the officer pulled me up to speed up. I understand it would be best to attend the trial but I'm a little over thirteen hours away and am a full-time college student. I understand I made a serious mistake and apologize for the carelessness that I assure you will never happen again. So from now on, your honor, I do not know how to proceed with this ticket. I look
forward to your reply Thank you for your time, (Signature) Michael So your reason is that you've got your eyes off the road and planted on the map? OP deserves a higher ticket for stupidity This is the short version of a letter than helped me dodge a lot of speeding tickets: To Whom It May Concern, I filed a motion to explore on __________ , sent by confirmation letter to the police
department. Attached is a copy of the letter and the reciept is certified. As of ______, I have not received all the documents I requested in that motion. Because the requested documents are essential in my case to prove my innocence, and the police department is not cooperateing in providing the above documents, I ask that you dismiss the allegations against me. Sincerely,
jpeyton Remember guys, the police department wants to spend hours writing their tickets, not preparing papers and arguing cases in court for each ticket. If you hit them with enough papers, most likely they will ignore it. why is it when people post looking for advice and they get it, but it is not exactlty one they want them to get all pissy and bitchy.. send a message because it is
ignoring what people tell you.. say high to bubba to me and be sure to buy soap on a rope for the commune shower ...... Originally posted by: jpeyton This is the short version of a letter over helped me dodge a lot of tickets Speed: To Whom It May Concern, I have filed a motion to explore on
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Parts. Attached is a copy of the letter and the reciept is certified. As of ______, I have not received all the documents I requested in that motion. Because the requested documents
are essential in my case to prove my innocence, and the police department is not cooperateing in providing the above documents, I ask that you dismiss the allegations against me. Sincerely, jpeyton Remember guys, the police department wants to spend hours writing their tickets, not preparing papers and arguing cases in court for each ticket. If you hit them with enough papers,
most likely they will ignore it. very nice, but how does this help OP? it doesn't seem like there's any discovery made in his case. You won't realize scot-free without a real reason, which you don't have. Your option is either to hire a lawyer ($$$, not worth it for an accelerated ticket), pay a fine ($, maybe go on your driving record), try to ask for a slow search/no contest/anything they
use in your state that can keep tickets off your record but still issue you a fine. Or you can go to court where they will find you guilty anyway and you will have to pay a fine. You'll have to pay no matter what you do. Try to keep tickets off your record, that's all that matters. Originally posted by: Thug company is very nice, but how does this help OP? it doesn't seem like there's any
discovery made in his case. He was pulled up for acceleration, so there were tons more detections that could be made. How did officers verify the speed? By radar? Requires officer radar certification and calibration records, as well as department policies on radar use. Laser? Ditto (just replace the radar with a laser). Pacing? Meter calibration records. There is a ton that can be
detected in any case, and you have the legal right to request and receive all records. God, at first I thought you were kidding... But you're dead. Listen to what I have to say... Mt brother is a cop in a town here in SC, so regardless if I tell you what you WANT to hear that's what you NEED to hear. The bad thing is that there is a good chance you will send this in, and the judge will
think you are trying to be funny and not only not laugh, but VERY likely to suspend you licsense. It sounds like you don't dispute the ticket, just want not to pay the fine altogether??? Correct me if I'm wrong. It doesn't work this way my friend. Either you're guilty or not guilty, period. guilty of a fine. In some cases, they will abandon it altogether, but that is not likely in your case.
20mph rather than just get reduced. NOW, what you need to do is scrap this stupid letter as it just can serve to make things worse, not better. Call the clerk of the court and ask if you pay the tickets in advance what they will do for you. Usually they will reduce fines and points over the phone then you pay with a CC or or If you wait until the day of, or just before and send this letter
you are screwed. Originally posted by: Fatbuddha sure, the judge heard every reason in the book. Duh! But the whole point of going to a court hearing and pleading your case is to try to reduce the ticket or make it throw out. Otherwise, people will only have to pay a fine. but as I 13 HOURS away from court, I couldn't get there for a day to plead my case. So one option that seems
to have worked for many is to write a letter to the judge instead of actually going to court. So if anyone has any practical advice on this, besides you're screwed, pay a fine, then please let me know. I gave you practical advice. Just b/c it's not what you want to hear, doesn't mean it's not advice. I even told you to call the court. I don't know which state you're in, but a lot of states offer
defensive driving options that will remove your ticket from your records and/or have no points on your insurance. Isn't that what you want? Or do you just want the judge to completely throw out the ticket and let you go scott-free? You can't have it that simple dude. You will need to have some form of punishment I will pay the fine rather than mail THAT. www.tixnix.com OR Modify
the letter as follows: Your honor, My name is ___. Unfortunately, I was issued a citation for acceleration. As I am a student at XX University, it will be extremely difficult for me to appear in court. Is there a choice for someone in my location? Love, Buddha edited for Buddha's spelling. add to that that you will have police work and that judge does not know jack sh!t. Originally written
by: Fatbuddha Dear Honorable Judge, My name is Michael. I have been a responsible safety driver with a clean driving record for a little over five years now. On March 17, 2007 I received a traffic ticket (Violation Section #xx-xx-xxx) for speeding in a 35 mph zone. I wanted to explain why I was moving at the speed I was speeding. I have been driving at a steady 55 mph for a few
hours and reduced my speed several times while passing through town. But for a reasonable period of time, I was lost, driving in the wrong direction altogether. Even when I was dragged over the officer told me I was going the wrong way. I stopped for directions several times but I still couldn't navigate the area. I proceeded to view my own map and figure out my own direction,
but while looking down at my map, I completely and honestly missed the posted speed limit and proceeded to speed up the 55 mph speed I had earlier. When I did, the officer pulled me up to speed up. I understand it would be best to attend the trial i'm a little over thirteen hours away and am a full-time college student. I understand that I made a serious mistake and apologize for
which I assure you will never happen again. So from now on, your honor, I do not know how to proceed with this ticket. I look forward to your reply Thank you for your time, (Signature) Michael The bold section.. not sure I'd add that I was looking down at my map while driving, lol. Kind of a safety hazard, I believe they instead pull you over instead. G'luck with that though, but you'll
prolly still end up paying the ticket. If your first ticket, as about defensive driving... you can usually get out of your away ticket at least, but the class is more money, thinking like, $20-25. Originally posted by: Greenman Judge won't buy that story, I've lost/mistakenly used a lot. I think you should tell the judge you dropped your beer while lighting a joint and missing the sign. I would
bet that one doesn't get a lot of play. :thumbsup: Originally posted by: waggy Originally posted by: gsethi I'll PAY the fine rather than send that letter. NO NO he should send letters. its amazing! Laughing out loud... he may only have to pay double fine then... admitted reckless driving to judge + ftw acceleration Originally posted by: waggy ignore everyone. they have no clue fvcking.
that letter is good. send it. it can only help you. I ran a stop sign when I was lost in a city that I wasn't familiar with. Scheduled an official hearing and told the judge I was looking for street signs trying to figure out where I was and didn't see the stop sign. Ask for leniency because this is my first offense. He dropped the point that would have gone on my licence and cut the fine in
half. Originally posted by: gsethi Originally posted by: waggy Originally posted by: gsethi I will pay the fine rather than send that letter. NO NO he should send letters. its amazing! Laughing out loud... he may only have to pay double fine then... admitted reckless driving to judge + ftw speeding no it would help! really it will! Originally posted by: jiggahertz Originally posted by: waggy
ignores everyone. they have no clue fvcking. that letter is good. send it. it can only help you. I ran a stop sign when I was lost in a city that I wasn't familiar with. Scheduled an official hearing and told the judge I was looking for street signs trying to figure out where I was and didn't see the stop sign. Ask for leniency because this is my first offense. He dropped the point that would
have gone on my licence and cut the fine in half. Viewed!? it works! Page 3 hip hop instruments? I didn't hear it, but dan automator is quite famous manufacturer. Anyway, according to wikipedia it's jazz acid and go hop ... which I highly doubt, but ::shrug:: Page 4 I'm looking to buy a video card and this guy seems to be selling a whole lot of them. many of the cards he sells are
new and I don't know how he managed to get brand new cards and auction them off for so cheap. well anyway.. go to the second second time feedback of his buyer and you see a guy named yung10cm based in Italy and who bought 6 of the video cards and did not have a single feedback! There are other very new buyers too who have bought many cards but have very little or
disproportionate feedback. either retek not leave feedback at all or there is something fishy going on. any ideas? I'll stay away from this guy myself. His new card comes with no accessories, no retail box, nothing. I bet he does these things from Dells and HPs or something, he could be a repair technology for some companies. I bought a 9800 a few years back from some guy, he
yanked it from a Dell, replaced it with a much lower finish card, and sold 9800 on ebay. It had problems, and to fix it, he transferred the entire warranty of the computer to me, ending it was owned by a university out in Michigan or something. So yes, I'd be really careful with sellers like this, usually there's something fishy going on. Originally posted by: Sphexi I want to stay away
from this guy myself. His new card comes with no accessories, no retail box, nothing. I bet he does these things from Dells and HPs or something, he could be a repair technology for some companies. I bought a 9800 a few years back from some guy, he yanked it from a Dell, replaced it with a much lower finish card, and sold 9800 on ebay. It had problems, and to fix it, he
transferred the entire warranty of the computer to me, ending it was owned by a university out in Michigan or something. So yes, I'd be really careful with sellers like this, usually there's something fishy going on. yes there are no retail boxes at all and no accessories that also stand out. Originally posted by: eos I really hate trying to buy things on eBay. Sales, oh yes! Buying with
me is an easy part. Sales are what I'm afraid of. Idiot people buy things they don't know how to use etc. Page 5 So a lot you probably know about the trip I took a year ago, and how I put up a lot of pictures on my site (see sig). I received an email today from a photographer who indicated interest in buying one of them, to use in a job he was working on. I have never tried to sell my
pictures, I have no idea how much I should ask for. Has anyone here ever done photography for money? Any advice how should I handle this? I'm half thinking, if we're talking just a few dollars here, I just told him he could have free pictures, and sent him the full res picture. Copyright money instead of sale? I don't know, they charge hundreds for professional photos. Hard to say
what he has in mind though. Originally posted by: puffff So much you probably know about the trip I took over a year ago, and how I put up a lot of pictures on my site (see sig). I received an email today from a photographer who indicated interest in buying one of them, to use in a job he was working on. On. never tried to sell my pictures, I had no idea how much I should ask for.
Has anyone here ever done photography for money? Any advice how should I handle this? I'm half thinking, if we're talking just a few dollars here, I just told him he could have free pictures, and sent him the full res picture. What image is that? Originally posted by: SSSnail Royalty instead of selling? Aye, the stockbroker has a structured ratio based on usage. A dollar per
impression (each impression is printed) and sometimes geographically restricted. There is also the other end of the spectrum, free immunity, where you are giving that person the right to do whatever they want, however and as often as they want/with the image. You may be able to find some free forms through google. Just be excited to get whatever they give something that you
don't even plan to sell. Originally written by: rivan Check here. wow, there are some promising links there... Thank.. I'm going to have to take a look. it seems I will also have to get more details of what he intends to use the image for. For.
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